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iPhone vs. iPad app

• MCarloRisk (iphone) -- these slides only apply to this app


• MCarloRisk3D (ipad) -- the iPad app does not have beta 
models available in it (or any portfolio options)



Goals of this training set
• Learn about traditional beta-to-market versus multi-factor betas.


• Compute your own betas in the the app for various timeframes and 
various baseline assets.


• Learn about beta "quality" factors (e.g. statistical significance).


• Examine historical "alpha" for assets.


• Learn the hazards of alpha, and learn how to check for statistical 
significance of alpha.


• Show that you can assemble small portfolios of ETFs that mimic 
single assets in behavior.



Prerequisites
• Training slide set 3:  Portfolio considerations


• This slide set assumes that you know how to set up a portfolio in the MCarloRisk 
app. 


• Know something about single (traditional) beta of CAPM:


• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_asset_pricing_model


• Learn a little about the Fama-French multi factor beta ideas which try to account for a 
stock's variation that is not accounted for by CAPM beta:


• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fama–French_three-factor_model


• We sometimes abbreviate Fama-French by FF in this document


• You can watch Prof. Fama's Nobel Prize speech on this and related topics:


• https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/economic-sciences/2013/fama/lecture/


• Note:  These multi-factor beta descriptions online and in academic papers can be terse, 
without actual data examples...especially for beginners.  We will illustrate the multi-
factor beta concept with examples here.



Questions that the beta models try to answer

• Is an individual asset in a buy & hold scenario providing risk-adjusted 
returns ("alpha") over and above holding a diversified ETF?


• Or could we capture the behavior of an individual asset by an 
appropriate portfolio of ETFs?


• Why hold an individual firm's stock (or crypto coin) if holding diversified 
ETFs can get you the same results?


• We use daily return data, and shorter time periods (if we want), so we 
can compute betas that may be of more interest to more frequent 
traders.


• Traditional betas (e.g. beta to full market) are computed for longer 
time periods (e.g. 3 years) using less frequent return data.


★ Whether or not more frequent trading is a good idea is out of the scope 
of this document.



History
• CAPM (single beta) and Fama-French style (3 beta and follow-on 

4 or more beta) models often look at much longer time frames 
than our app handles.


• The app only has 5 years of data to work with now, so... we do 
what we can.


• However, even over shorter time periods, we will notice that a 
large portion of an individual stock's behavior can be captured 
(historically) by small portfolios of ETFs.


• This is quite a surprising result for those who think their favorite 
"unicorn company" 🦄  is a "special snowflake!" ❄ 

• Both CAPM and Fama-French type of betas are based upon 
regression models.  



Beta definition caution
• CAPM beta is sometimes noted as indicating "volatility" of a stock relative to the market, which is 

only partially true, vis-à-vis: 

"What Is Beta?

A beta coefficient is a measure of the volatility, or systematic risk, of an individual stock in comparison to the 
unsystematic risk of the entire market."

From:  https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/beta.asp 

https://www.finra.org/investors/highlights/your-one-minute-guide-stock-volatility

• However, any "beta" in this sense (CAPM or factor models) is a linear regression coefficient (a 
geometric slope) versus some reference data series (or set of series).  It is possible to have a high 
volatility asset with a near zero beta-to-market (see:  crypto currencies).  


• I.e.:  Beta does not merely compare volatilities.   

• One can use TSLA as an example:   


• TSLA beta on Yahoo Finance is reported as -0.25 ...a cursory glance at the beta definitions above 
would trick you into thinking that TSLA is only 1/4 as volatile as SPY or the market as a whole.  


• By inspection, and just by reading news reports, we know that TSLA is not 1/4 as volatile as SPY 
(or the market as a whole), and in fact is much more volatile than SPY.



Using our app to compute volatility (see prior training 
slides) shows a different story than published TSLA beta 

SPY TSLA

returns distrib with 
  

same X axis scale

SPY stdev   = 0.007862 
TSLA stdev = 0.028557 

TSLA daily returns are 

3.6x more volatile 
than SPY

similar 3 year period as reported beta 

--> Traditional  
beta to market  

can mislead you about 
the volatility of an asset 



On to the examples:   
First, set up a portfolio

• Use SPY, MSFT, VGT (any share counts, or zero for all)


• VGT is an information technology sector ETF by Vanguard


• SPY and VGT will be used as "reference" ETFs for beta 
computation of MSFT


• ---- what will happen:


• We will compute "beta to SPY" and (simultaneously) "beta to VGT" 
for MSFT.  


• We will also get "alpha" for MSFT versus these two reference ETFs, 
and some quality metrics for our beta computation.



MultipleRegression
• Default in the app is 500 trading days, about 2 years for non crypto assets.


• We will switch it to 1 year.


• Go to the Monte Carlo tab and set the following factors:


• days backwd to sample = 252 (which is 1 trading year in trading days)


• days withheld = 0 (so we use the most recent year of data)


• Press Run MC button on the upper left of the Monte Carlo view of the app...the beta models 
(regressions) are computed at the same time as the Monte Carlo study.


•  Note:  days fwd can be anything since we don't use it for this MultipleRegression part of 
the study...yet


• Go to the tab More... in the app, then select MultipleRegression


• The app automatically computes a regression for the "sampling window" that you have set up 
previously in the Monte Carlo tab of the app, using the days backwd to sample setting.


• Pro tip:  if you set up such a regression yourself, say, in Excel, be sure to regress upon daily 
returns (percent change close-to-close), not on daily prices.  Daily prices are typically "non 
stationary*" in a statistical sense, and so you will get the wrong answers.  You will get some 
answers, but they won't match this app, and the answers may not be meaningful.

* https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stationary_process



MultipleRegression (alpha, beta computation) first results

Remember: Adj R2 for this  
dual beta model = 0.80 

We will next compare 
to single factor 

beta-to-SPY
In this dual factor beta model, 

SPY beta is noted as insignificant 
because we can explain MSFT 

better via the VGT tech sector ETF 
daily return behavior. 

However, we will next see 
that if we get rid of VGT and 
only have SPY in our model,  

beta to SPY 
IS significant. 

★Significance is context dependent!

Remember: 
two factor model  

alpha is 9% (not yet 
accounting for 

opportunity cost of 
a risk-free investment)



Examine  
MultipleRegression output

• If you scroll the MultipleRegression window up and down, you can see that we compute 
all combinations of linear regressions for our 3 assets:  MSFT, SPY, and VGT


• In other words, we get 3 formulas like:


• MSFT = f(SPY, VGT)


• SPY = f(VGT, MSFT)


• VGT = f(SPY, MSFT)


• Scroll to the one that has MSFT = 0.000 + 0.125*SPY + 0.955*VGT 


• [MSFT on the left side of the = equal sign]


• (The actual numbers will vary since you are doing this in the future from when these 
slides were made).


• The order of the 3 equation sections in the scrolling window will also vary based upon 
the order you entered the symbols in the app.



The short answer
• The simple form of the equation shows alpha and betas in lines of this form:


• MSFT = alpha + beta1*SPY + beta2*VGT


• In our example:  MSFT = 0.000 + 0.125*SPY + 0.955*VGT 


• Alpha rounds to 0 at 3 decimal places in this line (more decimal places of this are provided later in the 
scroll down) [this is "daily alpha," so it is typically small]


• beta1 = beta_to_SPY = 0.125


• beta2 = beta_to_VGT = 0.955


• These are for the most recent 252 trading day period (1 calendar year).


• Note:  We use daily data in the app, and some computations of beta use monthly (weekly?) return data 
to compute beta, so beta numbers may vary from looked-up beta on web sites or in trading systems.  


• ALSO:  This is a MULTI FACTOR beta, so "beta to SPY" will not be the same as the single factor "beta 
to SPY" that is often published.  The additional 2nd and additional betas (if any) are not just 'tacked on' 
to the ordinary 'beta to the market.'  Rather, the beta-to-market (SPY) is recomputed in the context of 
the new factors, and so beta-to-SPY will usually shift versus its single factor model value.


• A stock may (will?) correlate more to its own sector than to the market as a whole, so we want that fact 
to come out in the model if that is indeed the case.



Counter-example:   
ordinary single factor beta

• Now to go to Prices & Rtns tab, Edit Folio, and get rid of 
VGT (don't just set it to zero) using the red circle - delete 
button. 


• The app will prompt you to Download data again, which 
you should do, then go to the Monte Carlo tab, press Run 
MC, to be sure to recompute.  (And check that you still 
have 252 days backwd to sample, and 0 days withheld 
in that Monte Carlo tab)


• Go again to More / MultipleRegression tab



MSFT single factor beta to SPY

Single beta model Adj R2 = 0.71 
(recall dual beta model 

Adj R2 was 0.80 ... better)

When we get rid of 
VGT tech sector ETF, 

SPY now shows 
significant.... 

★Statistical 
significance is 

context-dependent.



MSFT single factor  
beta-to-SPY examination

• Now if you scroll the MultipleRegression window up and and down, you will see only 2 
equations (plus associated graphs and other details) 


• SPY =  0.000 + 0.501*MSFT


• (may be slightly different numbers...the above is NOT the MSFT beta equation)


• MSFT = 0.001 + 1.427*SPY 

• ★ this is the MSFT beta equation with MSFT on the left of the = sign, numbers may vary


• Pro tip:  These are traditional single-factor alphas and betas, but not yet accounting for 
the risk free rate.  Since the risk free rate is a constant in traditional CAPM type of 
models, only alpha (the constant in the regression) is affected by including or not 
including this risk free rate.  The betas (slopes of the regression) are unaffected by 
changing the risk free rate (see slide 33:  Inclusion of risk-free rate in alpha / beta 
estimates) 

• MSFT = alpha + beta*SPY (note the form of the equation) 

• Note:  don't get confused, the equation with SPY on the left side of the = sign is not the 
MSFT beta equation, e.g. in this example MSFT beta is not 0.501



single factor model  
MSFT 

beta to SPY fit
single factor model  
does well also for 
cumulative returns 

If we get rid of tech 
sector ETF VGT, 
SPY takes over 
in significance

alpha is much higher (15%) 
though only of  

marginal  
statistical significance 

recall: dual beta 
model alpha was 

9%

★ a big portion of what we think is "alpha" here is partly due to the tech sector contribution (VGT) to MSFT 
performance which we are not accounting for here any more



Comparison check to external reported beta
• finance.yahoo.com reports MSFT beta of 1.02 for 3 Years using monthly data


• Let's compute a 3 year beta in our daily model to compare


• Go to the Monte Carlo tab and set days backwd to sample to 252*3 = 756, press Run MC


• Go back to More/MultipleRegression screen


• Find the MSFT = equation


•  Beta is reported by the app as 1.366, which is higher than Yahoo reports (we use daily data)


• This may indicate that MSFT during the month had volatility that is not being taken into account 
in Yahoo's 3Y Monthly return computed beta.


• Exercise:  Research how the beta that is reported by your trading tools is computed...does it use 
monthly data or other?...how long a period is checked?  Does it use SPY as a reference source, 
or something else?


• Thought experiment:  If you trade more often than monthly, which beta is of more use?  Beta 
computed from monthly returns or beta computed from daily returns?  


• [We don't know the answer to this yet, but it is worth thinking about!]

Beta (3Y 
Monthly) 1.02



Back to multi factor beta: 
more details

• Put VGT back in your folio, any share count 


• (Price & Rtns tab / Edit Folio, + sign)


• Download, go to Monte Carlo, set days backwd to 
sample to 252 again (1 year) then Run MC


• Go to More / MultipleRegression



More details of beta computation
• Find the MSFT = equation


• The following line shows the regression fit quality factors for this equation (larger absolute value numbers are better)


• R = 0.896 R = 0.803 Adj R2 = 0.802 

• The R-square numbers go from 0 (poor quality) to 1 (high quality) [R goes from -1 to 1]


• These are the standard "R and R-square" values that you learned about in entry level statistics class.


• In practice, they never get to 1 for these types of models, unless you mistakenly put the same factor on both sides of 
the equation (note:  this is a mistake to do this! don't do it!)


• Adj R2 (adjusted R square) value is usually close to R2 unless you have a small number of data points versus the 
number of factors.  Since we have a year's worth of data and only 2 factors, Adj R2 will almost always be close to R2.  
What is R2 "adjusted by"?  This is often skipped in explanations.  It is "adjusted by" the number of variables in the 
equation.  


• The concept is that if we keep adding variables to our model, the regular R2 will get higher and higher just by 
random circumstances, until we have a model that is not explanatory at all, but just has a lot of random variables 
that the regression formulation picks up and tries to fit through.  So we have to "Adjust" the R2 value to keep us 
from fooling ourselves that our model is better than it really is.  


• The simple example is to fit a line thru 2 points on a plane.  The line is defined by 2 points, so it fits exactly.  The 
R2 of this fit is 1.0.  However, if we collect a 3rd data point, it may or may not lie upon this line, and in fact 
probably won't.  The third point could be anywhere.  Hence, this 2 point model doesn't tell us much, even thought 
its R2 is "perfect." 


• Informed statisticians will know that there are more advanced quality metrics for this type of regression, but 
Adjusted R2 is good enough for what we are doing here, and is more than is reported alongside most stock 
market beta factors on public websites.


• Here we have a years' worth of daily data (252 points) and only 2 factors, so Adj R2 should be close to R2.


• The higher the Adj-usted R2 value, the more valuable or reliable the beta and alpha estimates are.



Pro-tip:  Low R2 suggests that a beta model is missing a lot of behavior
• If Adj R2 is low (close to zero) or even much less than, say, 0.3 or 0.4, the alpha and beta values may be less useful or less descriptive of what is 

going on, than beta with high R2.  


• Our TSLA example of looked-up beta to SPY was showing -0.25, and we compared that to our in-app volatility comparison of 3.6x (slide 8)


• Now if we similarly compute TSLA beta in app (for 3 year period) we see this:


•  (we won't walk you thru the steps to do this here, you can try this as an exercise):


• Our strict volatility-only comparison showed TSLA volatility versus SPY = 3.6 versus this beta of 1.25 ... closer than the monthly reported beta of 
-0.25, but still missing a lot. This missed behavior is indicated by the low R2, graphic comparison, and end-point large cumulative return 
differences.


• Such a result is not that difficult to understand, because how can a simple A + B*x model capture all complexity of all stocks in all cases?  There 
are likely behaviors that will be missed with a 2 parameter model. 

but very low R2

3 year daily beta-to-SPY = 1.25

note:  this

was done over

a 3 year period

days backwd 

to sample = 756

large cumulative 
return error 
actual = 8% 

model = 41%TSLA beta-to-SPY 
 model example 

3 years



Alpha first thought
• Before we get to the betas...look back at the MSFT model with SPY & VGT in it


• daily alpha is close to zero and has a marginal statistical significance.  This means that there is 
a good chance that alpha is actually zero, because the error of the alpha is large enough that it 
includes 0 in its probable range.


• But this is expected for MSFT.  Alpha is hard to achieve just by owning shares of a blue chip 
company and holding on to them.  Can we get pure alpha out of Microsoft versus a portfolio of 
SPY + VGT?  In this recent one year period we looked at, the answer seems to be no, in a pure 
buy-and-hold case.  Could we have gotten positive alpha by some unique trading strategy using 
MSFT?  Perhaps. That is out of the scope of this model, though.  This model shows a "buy and 
hold" case for MSFT, and compares it to "buy and hold" of SPY and VGT over the last year. 

• Note: this is alpha in a sense, but not yet considering our current risk free rate, the "opportunity" 
we have lost if we had just invested in safe T-bills.  We will get to that in a moment.  When we 
start considering the risk free rate, we may indeed shift to Negative alpha...but hold that thought.


• MSFT = alpha + beta1*SPY + beta2*VGT (equation form)


• MSFT = 0.000 + 0.125*SPY + 0.955*VGT 



The 2(?) betas
• Now we look at our betas.


• The higher value of beta-to-VGT (0.954) versus beta-to-SPY 
of 0.125, and high significance of the VGT beta suggests 
that MSFT behaves more like VGT (the tech sector) than it 
does SPY


• Experienced traders will say:  of course it does.  But here we 
can quantify "how much" more MSFT is like VGT than it is 
like SPY.


• MSFT = alpha + beta1*SPY + beta2*VGT (equation form)


• MSFT = 0.000 + 0.125*SPY + 0.955*VGT 



MSFT two-factor beta details
If we scroll down a bit more, we can 
see more details of our 2-factor 
beta computation.

MSFT beta to SPY

MSFT beta to VGT (tech sector)

'alpha' of MSFT, not yet accounting for  
risk free rate, versus whole market (SPY) 

and VGT (it's own [tech] sector) 

significance or "quality" indicator 
for each alpha & beta, interpretation in words

numerical version of  
significance/quality factor

green curve = replicating portfolio  
(properly dollar weighted) of 

SPY + VGT versus MSFT in the recent 252 day  
sample period

metric indicates 
cumulative 
(end point) 
difference  

over 252 days

graph visually 
shows differences 

during the  
252 day period



Significance factors for each alpha/beta
most reports of alpha and beta do not mention the statistical significance


of each of the alpha/betas 

Analogy:  the Adj(usted) R2 is kind of a quality metric of the whole system,

and these significance levels are quality metrics for each alpha & beta


low significance: 
there is a lot of randomness going on in the SPY factor, and we can compute 

a beta for that factor, but it may not be worth much for forecasting 

low significance = we can get rid of that factor from the model, 
and the model will not get much worse, and in fact, 

forecasts without that factor in the model may be improved

note: low significance for 
the alpha factor (as expected) 

...alpha is hard to find!

high significance for MSFT returns as  
a function of VGT (tech sector) returns... 
--> MSFT and VGT are highly correlated

This table is just a more detailed from of:  MSFT = 0.000 + 0.955*VGT + 0.125*SPY



Pro tip 
(Beginners can skip)

Reminder from your stats classes, which you may have forgotten:   

t-score is merely the ratio of the coefficient  
over the error estimate of the same coefficient 

t-score = coeff/error_estimate 
  

(error_estimate is not shown in the output, to avoid confusion) 
you can find it out yourself by solving the above:   

error_estimate = coefficient/t-score (e.g. high t = low error) 

So by "ratio math," we can that see if the error is small, t-score is big (in absolute value). 
This is what we want for a solid coefficient:  low error estimate. 
If the error of that coefficient is large, why should we keep it in the model? 
It just confuses things and makes for worse forecasts. 

Pro tip + :  In some stats reporting of these types of models, the t-score is used to look up a "p-value," but this  
adds to confusion in this author's opinion, and in fact there is serious discussion on whether p-values are interpreted wrongly, 
even among professionals, so we don't report p-value at all:   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misunderstandings_of_p-values



Pro tip 
(Beginners can skip)

recall:  t-score = coeff/error_estimate 

In the app, error_estimate is computed via a "bootstrap resampling" process, 
which is beyond the scope of this document, but interested users 

can read about it here:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrapping_(statistics) 

Most regression tools do this by an analytic method, not by bootstrapping, 
so t-scores and associated errors may vary from other software, 

and since the bootstrap is based on a randomized process, the t-scores 
may vary slightly from run to run.  We don't bother to run the randomized process to convergence, 

because it just slows down the app and doesn't add much accuracy where it is needed. 



Model simplification
• Since the significance of SPY in this model is low, we 

can get rid of it from the model and recompute.


• Go to Prices & Rtns tab, EditFolio, and use red circle - 
button to remove SPY (don't just set it to 0).


• Close Edit Folio and press Download.


• Go to Monte Carlo tab, make sure we have 0 days 
withheld and 252 days backwd to sample, as before.


• Go to More / MultipleRegression



Adjusted R-square (overall model fit quality) almost identical 

2-factor beta model with SPY 1-factor beta model no SPY



Simpler single factor model  
of MSFT = f(VGT)

2 factor model  
of MSFT = f(VGT, SPY)

VGT beta shifts slightly 
to compensate for missing SPY

cumulative accuracy  
almost the same

visual model graph  
almost identical

constant alpha  
almost the same  

0.00038 vs 0.00039

higher t-score implies lower beta coefficient error in 
single factor model...which is good

Scrolling down a bit...



Learnings
• Since the single factor MSFT = function of (VGT) model seemed to have 

more significance (high absolute [disregarding +-sign] t-value = lower error) 
with little or no loss of Adjusted R2, the single factor model is probably 
better than the MSFT = (VGT, SPY) two factor model.


• If we think we have a multiple beta model, but there are betas with low 
significance, we can get rid of those low significance factors from the 
model, and the data fit metrics will typically not get worse.


• MSFT tracks VGT (I.T. sector) better than it does SPY 


(no surprise there...)


• MSFT with single beta-to-VGT of 1.04 has been slightly more volatile than 
the tech sector in the last year, on average moving in the same direction 
daily, but not by much.



What of alpha?

Not yet accounting for risk free rate 
opportunity cost, MSFT vs. VGT sector 
did seem to have a bit of alpha in the 

last year...e.g. excess returns 
that could not be explained 

by correlation with its own sector.

However, statistical 
significance 

of alpha is low... 
which means error is high. 

I.e., there is a high probability 
that alpha = 0.

the constant is "daily alpha" 
since we deal with daily data... 

here we annualize it for you
If we built 

the model without 
a constant alpha 

coefficient,  
it would fit just as well. 

(recall SPY leave-out  
example) 

Since alpha concepts 
are important, we 

leave alpha in the model, 
even if low significance 

is noted.

CAUTION:  This is only a 1 factor model. 
 

What we think is alpha here may be explained 
by correlation with some other cause or sector. 

This fact may have inspired the phrases: 
 "my alpha is your beta" or "your beta is my alpha"



Advanced Users:   Inclusion of risk-free rate in alpha / beta estimates 

Go to Prices & Rtns tab, EditFolio, add SPY back in to your folio, tap Eqn Form

enter rate

switch this on -->

default = no risk free rate

regular stocks 
252 trading days for crypto, use 

365 trading days

note:  you must have 
SPY in your folio for risk free 
rate to be taken into account



Advanced users... 
theory of how risk free rate is applied to multi factor beta models

• In the future we may allow the risk free rate to be subtracted from factors other than the full market (SPY), 
but the standard formulation of multi factor beta models has the rate subtracted from the market portfolio, 
so, we follow that:


• See:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fama–French_three-factor_model (snap below)

risk free rate

full market 
(SPY in our case)

beta to market 
(SPY in our case)

betas to "other sub markets*"

alpha, hey hey

Don't forget about the other constant Rf when thinking about alpha

This is very similar to how risk free rate is applied in CAPM alpha,beta models



Advanced users... 
alpha vs. app's const

app formulation (constant in regression) 
when this switch is on 

Fama-French formulation from last page: 
constant_in_their_regression  = Rf + alpha 

but we know Rf = app's RFR = risk free rate 

therefore... 

to get Fama-French style alpha...  
use our (app's const - RFR) 

with 2nd switch on

we may be able to  
add a 3rd setting that  

does this for you soon...big phone, plenty of room



*other sub markets

Note that "other sub markets" as described here in the Fama-French formulation can be 
somewhat** 

captured by certain ETFs now

We can use this idea of ETFs capturing these notable sub-markets to compute our own 
betas similar to how these guys did it, without copious manual sub-portfolio 

construction, over different time horizons.

Advanced users:



**somewhat... 
SMB = Fama-French (small cap - large cap) factor 

but we now have ETFs that track small and large cap stocks 

Example with Vanguard: VB = small cap, VV = large cap 
(look them up!) 

Or use your favorite ETF provider other than Vanguard.

Advanced users:



Similarly for HML  
(high book to market stocks minus low book to market stocks) 

Value versus Growth 
Hey, we have ETFs for these now, too. 

One pair of ETF examples for HML (high minus low value): 

VTV Vanguard large cap value

VUG Vanguard large and mid-cap growth


Note that these two sift by market cap also, so they are not identical to the full  
market HML factor as described by FF.  But close enough for example purposes. 

The actual FF SMB and HML factors are not computed with daily data and "any" 
time period as our app allows, but the concept is the same: 

Can we explain a stock's return behavior by seeing if that stock is correlated with 
known explanatory factors or sub-sectors that are easy to invest in (e.g. ETFs) 
which may have less "specific firm" risk. 

Here we use ETFs as surrogate factors instead of doing exhaustive sub-portfolio 
construction. 

Advanced users:



The catch in the app...
• We don't yet allow subtractions or other math on individual factors 

before regression is performed, so we would get 4 betas from these 
2 SMB/HML concepts, instead of 2.


• But the final equation is linear, so it is a simple matter to subtract the 
related betas to get equivalent SMB & HML factors, if you care 
about that.


• We leave that as an exercise for the algebraicists in the audience.


• Mainly, we are looking at driving factors for a stock's behavior; such 
subtractions may not be necessary unless you are comparing this 
app's results to pre-computed FF 3-factor betas from some other 
source.

Advanced users:



AAPL "killer" multi-factor 
model example

• Instead of MSFT let's use AAPL now and build a "killer" factor model with these 6 
factors and see what spews out:


• SPY (the whole market)


• VGT (I.T. sector ETF)


• VV & VB (mimic'ing small minus big, similar to SMB Fama-French factor)


• VTV & VUG (mimic'ing value minus growth, similar to HML Fama-French factor) 


• (High Minus Low book value)


• Enter these 6 symbols and AAPL in the Edit Folio section (any share counts or 0). 


• One more new app feature we introduce:  type AAPL in the blue-green area noted 
as: "symbols for left hand sides of MultipleRegressions"... 



new feature: 
type AAPL here

this eliminates 
the clutter in the output 

and only computes  
the single 

AAPL = formula 

because we don't 
care about the other 

equations now

our candidate factors that 
we think might drive AAPL 

daily returns



Compute

• Press Download


• Go to Monte Carlo tab, 
set days withheld to 0


• Set days backwd to 
sample to 252 (1 year)


• Press RunMC


• Go to More/
MultipleRegression

risk free rate, we are using 2.4% 

put in the proper value if you use 
this second formulation



Hint:  We can use the SelectAll / Copy feature to get the full raw text output...

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.742380 AvgAdjR2 = 0.736071 

AAPL =  0.000  + -0.448*VB  + -1.062*VUG  + -2.729*VV  +  1.547*VGT  + -1.644*VTV  +  5.187*SPY  

R = 0.862 R2 = 0.742 AdjR2 = 0.736 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 15.741% 
Cumulative return predicted = 17.122% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 1.381% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.088 

Model captures 91.224% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
3.17 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.000124*const  t =  0.194 low 
-0.447543*VB    t = -2.330 med 
-1.061917*VUG    t = -1.109 marginal 
-2.728893*VV    t = -1.274 marginal 
1.546826*VGT    t =  6.176 high 
-1.644441*VTV    t = -1.654 marginal 
5.186732*(SPY-Rf) t =  3.811 high 

pretty good after 1 year  
but drifting during the year

in the pairs (VB,VV) and (VUG,VTV), 
some have marginal significance 

If we wanted to compare more 
directly to SMB & HML betas, 
we could leave in the marginal 

factors.
But we don't happen to know what the SMB HML betas for this period are, 

so let's be good modelers and get rid of those factors.

Adjusted R2 ... not too bad, 
 but not as good 

as our MSFT example

we will next remove this VUG factor  
see next page

...then paste it where 
we want, like these slides



Stepwise model simplification
• For best results, it is a good idea to get rid of low or marginal significance factors one at a time.


•  This is similar to "backwards stepwise regression" but manually performed:  


• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stepwise_regression


• If you need a model quickly, you can get rid of low or marginal significance factors all at once, 
but you may be throwing away some important information, because...


• ... The remaining factors may show up as significant after you remove a source of noise or error 
in the model, after you re-compute the model (e.g, after you remove an insignificant factor).


• Hence...


• ★ Remove the factors with the lowest absolute t-score (e.g. not accounting for sign) first, then 
re-run the model.


• In our example this is VUG, with t-score = -1.109 (see table on last page)


• Go to Prices & Rtns / Edit Folio.  Find VUG, press red circle - and delete it.


• Go re-Download the folio.


• VUG is the Vanguard Growth ETF:  Due to the low significance of this factor, we know that 
AAPL did not perform so very much like this ETF did in the last year.



Check VUG-deleted AAPL model

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.740469 AvgAdjR2 = 0.735194 

AAPL =  0.000  + -0.443*VB  + -4.308*VV  +  1.459*VGT  + -0.739*VTV  +  4.875*SPY  

R = 0.861 R2 = 0.740 AdjR2 = 0.735 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 15.741% 
Cumulative return predicted = 17.132% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 1.392% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.088 

Model captures 91.159% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
2.71 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.000106*const  t =  0.168 low 
-0.442684*VB    t = -2.179 med 
-4.307575*VV    t = -2.863 med 
1.458540*VGT    t =  5.985 high 
-0.738807*VTV    t = -1.908 marginal 
4.874979*(SPY-Rf) t =  3.597 high

Check:  be sure No VUG in these

Some previous factors that were listed as  
marginal are now showing up as medium significance 

Hence:  The VUG factor was messing up our model... 
good thing we got rid of it.

Adj R2 almost the same as before with VUG: 

Getting rid of VUG made our model better 
and exposed more factors to be significant, 

yet didn't affect our fit quality.

--> let's get rid of VTV next



Check VTV elimination

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.736439 AvgAdjR2 = 0.732171 

AAPL =  0.000  + -0.423*VB  + -4.977*VV  +  1.699*VGT  +  4.574*SPY  

R = 0.858 R2 = 0.736 AdjR2 = 0.732 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 15.741% 
Cumulative return predicted = 17.152% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 1.411% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.090 

Model captures 91.035% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
1.18 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.000047*const  t =  0.071 low 
-0.422577*VB    t = -2.300 med 
-4.977270*VV    t = -3.279 high 
1.698946*VGT    t =  8.652 high 
4.573761*(SPY-Rf) t =  3.212 high 

Now VV is showing as more significant and NEGATIVE 
coefficient...

Adjusted R2 barely moved

Reminder:  VV = large cap ETF

VB also somewhat significant and  
 negative but much smaller (absolute value) 

coefficient than VV

Reminder:  VB = small cap ETF



What is the 1 year model  
now telling us?

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.736439 AvgAdjR2 = 0.732171 

AAPL =  0.000  + -0.423*VB  + -4.977*VV  +  1.699*VGT  +  4.574*SPY  

R = 0.858 R2 = 0.736 AdjR2 = 0.732 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 15.741% 
Cumulative return predicted = 17.152% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 1.411% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.090 

Model captures 91.035% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
1.18 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.000047*const  t =  0.071 low 
-0.422577*VB    t = -2.300 med 
-4.977270*VV    t = -3.279 high 
1.698946*VGT    t =  8.652 high 
4.573761*(SPY-Rf) t =  3.212 high 

we did capture a decent amount of APPL behavior 
with these 4 ETFs over 1 year, but the model 

drifts during the year

negative coefficients suggests  
reverse daily return behavior vs. AAPL, 

 e.g. some shorting or inverse ETFs for VG and VV 
would be required to model APPL with  
a replicating portfolio of these 4 assets

Alpha is near zero  
not fully accounting for risk free rate of 2.4% and 

is probably even negative when we fully take the 2.4% 
into account (see slide 35:  alpha = app's const - RFR)



Qualitative recheck of graph
orig 6 factor model

refined 4 factor model 
with extraneous factors deleted

watch the green 
...this is the model 

★largely the same



Let's try half year

• With half the amount of data to fit, we should be able to 
capture more of the behavior with our 4 factors.  


• Set days backwd to sample to 126 (trading days).  Run 
MC.



half year model of AAPL, 
same factors

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.818226 AvgAdjR2 = 0.812217 

AAPL = -0.001  + -0.750*VB  + -3.738*VV  +  1.585*VGT  +  3.885*SPY  

R = 0.905 R2 = 0.818 AdjR2 = 0.812 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = -14.450% 
Cumulative return predicted = -13.901% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 0.549% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = -0.038 

Model captures 96.198% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
- 31.06 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
-0.001074*const  t = -1.167 marginal 
-0.750439*VB    t = -2.557 med 
-3.737659*VV    t = -2.109 med 
1.584644*VGT    t =  6.940 high 
3.885481*(SPY-Rf) t =  2.374 med

better Adj R2

better cumulative 
 returns fit end of periodwhoa, alpha takes a dive

coefficients shift to fit different behavior  
in the shorter data period 

all factors still have significance

and this negative alpha is showing a bit more significance



Qualitative graph check 
model seems to have less variance from reality than our full year model

We currently report (numerically) 
the error at the end of the  

cumulative 
period.

Someday soon we will report error analysis 
within the cumulative period. 

For now we rely on this graph and visual inspection.



Notes on beta  
computation window

• These models are fit on a prior data period. 


• (of your choosing...see next slide)


• Prior behavior need not recur in the future of course...


• We don't yet have automated features to estimate how the alpha/beta values 
may drift the future...


• ... but you can do some manual checks by shifting the window you compute 
the alpha/betas upon.


• For example:  We computed the alpha/betas on a recent half year window...let's 
shift that half year back ANOTHER half year, to get the first half of the prior year.


• Leave everything the same and set days withheld to 126 (trading days).  


• Run MC



by withholding days, we shift this 126 day window back in time

don't forget to RunMC first half of year results

we had entered 
zero for share counts 

in EditFolio, 
so Monte Carlo results are 

zero, but we 
don't care about 

Monte Carlo output 
now



First half of year model 
same factors

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.526227 AvgAdjR2 = 0.510565 

AAPL =  0.001  + -0.176*VB  + -5.550*VV  +  1.710*VGT  +  4.591*SPY  

R = 0.725 R2 = 0.526 AdjR2 = 0.511 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 35.290% 
Cumulative return predicted = 35.982% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 0.692% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.020 

Model captures 98.040% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
40.44 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.001349*const  t =  1.629 marginal 
-0.175592*VB    t = -0.807 low 
-5.550136*VV    t = -2.214 med 
1.709804*VGT    t =  5.702 high 
4.590979*(SPY-Rf) t =  1.921 marginal

coefficients shift... 
some become of lower significance

big-time alpha of 40% annualized 
a bit more significance

AAPL still tracking the tech sector strongly 

Adj R2 is lower, but this is for fit of daily returns 
 (including noise or events that 

we are not accounting for) 
cumulative returns fit is quite good



Daily vs. cumulative accuracy

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.526227 AvgAdjR2 = 0.510565 

AAPL =  0.001  + -0.176*VB  + -5.550*VV  +  1.710*VGT  +  4.591*SPY  

R = 0.725 R2 = 0.526 AdjR2 = 0.511 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 35.290% 
Cumulative return predicted = 35.982% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 0.692% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.020 

Model captures 98.040% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
40.44 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.001349*const  t =  1.629 marginal 
-0.175592*VB    t = -0.807 low 
-5.550136*VV    t = -2.214 med 
1.709804*VGT    t =  5.702 high 
4.590979*(SPY-Rf) t =  1.921 marginal

}

When we accumulate daily returns over time, 
a lot of the daily random variation is (often) cancelled out. 

Hence, with a simple linear model of daily data,  
we can capture complex price time history.

R2 and AdjR2 
are for daily returns  

regression...

...but then we "wind back up"  
the daily forecasts into a cumulative  

return graph for checking



Refer back to MSFT VGT 
model

the green curve is a simple one factor linear model in  
DAILY RETURNS space 

MSFT = A + B*VGT 

but can capture complicated price time series behavior 
of MSFT 

...because the underlying factor VGT also has this 
complex time series behavior



AAPL Alpha?

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.526227 AvgAdjR2 = 0.510565 

AAPL =  0.001  + -0.176*VB  + -5.550*VV  +  1.710*VGT  +  4.591*SPY  

R = 0.725 R2 = 0.526 AdjR2 = 0.511 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = 35.290% 
Cumulative return predicted = 35.982% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 0.692% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = 0.020 

Model captures 98.040% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
40.44 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
0.001349*const  t =  1.629 marginal 
-0.175592*VB    t = -0.807 low 
-5.550136*VV    t = -2.214 med 
1.709804*VGT    t =  5.702 high 
4.590979*(SPY-Rf) t =  1.921 marginal

This may represent real Alpha in this (past) 6 month period. 
Though of marginal significance (e.g. could be zero), 

the magnitude is quite high.

even though we haven't subtracted  
our risk free rate from it yet (which is between 

2% and 3% annual at this writing)

Again, this is backwards looking... a STUDY, more than a Forecast.



But...AAPL 2nd half of year 

Across all regressions: 
AvgR2 = 0.818226 AvgAdjR2 = 0.812217 

AAPL = -0.001  + -0.750*VB  + -3.738*VV  +  1.585*VGT  +  3.885*SPY  

R = 0.905 R2 = 0.818 AdjR2 = 0.812 

During data fit period (in-sample): 
Cumulative return actual = -14.450% 
Cumulative return predicted = -13.901% 
Predicted-Actual (absolute) = 0.549% 
(Predicted-Actual)/Actual = -0.038 

Model captures 96.198% of cumulative returns in-sample at end of data fit period 

Annualized const (252 trading days) = 
- 31.06 % 

coeff    symbol t-score    significance 
-0.001074*const  t = -1.167 marginal 
-0.750439*VB    t = -2.557 med 
-3.737659*VV    t = -2.109 med 
1.584644*VGT    t =  6.940 high 
3.885481*(SPY-Rf) t =  2.374 med

negative alpha, similar 
significance level 

not even subtracting risk free rate yet...



Lessons learned
• The Monte Carlo forecasting section of the app attempts real forecasting, 

whose accuracy may be improved by calibrating to backtests.


• However, this MultipleRegression (alpha/beta) computation portion of the 
app is backwards looking, historical only, for studying and describing 
past behavior.  Historical behavior may of course be useful.


• It does not attempt to forecast (yet) 


• This is similar to "reported beta" on stock market sites (e.g. reported 
based on historical 3 years of data)


• Though, if you know something about stability of regressions over time, 
you may be able to do some manual backtesting of the alpha/beta 
models by changing days withheld and watching how stable the betas 
are.



Other things to explore in this section of the app
various reference ETFs in different categories will be added to your folio 
if you press one of these buttons...you can then use red - sign to delete the ETFs you don't want

if you are doing crypto-only 
portfolios, you might 

want to annualize 
this risk free rate for 

365 trading days



Crypto vs. traditional 
market hours cautions

• If you mix crypto coins and traditional assets in a single portfolio, the intersection of the trading days 
is performed to align the trading days properly.  Hence, crypto + trad assets will be analyzed on the 
standard (approximately) 252 trading days per year.


• The 2 day weekend gap will indeed be there on the crypto assets, so Friday to Monday (or any market 
holiday gap) will be noted as a 1 day return, which of course may be larger than a typical weekday 
return.


• Models are not adjusted for this...so take caution when mixing crypto w/ regular assets in this app. 


• Furthermore, market close time for crypto (in this app) is midnight GMT, and of course the standard 
4:30PM Eastern time for trad assets, so that adds another time skew effect that is not compensated.


• Because of these issues, you may want to treat mixed crypto+trad folios as experimental in this app, 
at this time.     


• If you have only crypto coins in your folio, you will get 365 or 366 (leap year) trading days per year. 


• This is true for both Monte Carlo models and MultipleRegression (beta) models (e.g. all sections of the 
app).


